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College Press and Student Fit

What do colleges require of students today? Specifically, the answer

to this question is, it depends! It depends on which college or university

a student attends, what their major field of study is, who their teachers

are, who the cther students are, and, final171:- on the student himself and

what kind of person he is. Answering this question specifically then, is

not easy, but answering it generally.is not much easier. The safest

generalizativ one can rke about the American system of higher education

is that it is large and diverse. Of course everyone knows that, but it's

not until one looks closely at this system that they can begin to appreciate

its true dimensions and variety.

'In 1980 twelve million studenis were enrolled in three thousand two

hundred and fifty-three different colleges and univers'ities. Five hundred

thousand professors taught twa million classes preparing students for some

fifteen hundred different degrees.

The three thousand two hundred and fifty-three institutions of higher

education differ in a number of significant ways, all of which may effect

what they require of students. There are four year and two-year colleges,

church affiliated and nonsectarian schools,,coeducational and single-

sek schools. There are residential and commuter Schools; urban, suburban

and rural colleges. There are liberal arts schools, technical schools,

state colleges, graduate schools, teacher's colleges,:community colleges,

research universities and multiuniversities. They all may differ dramatically

in coSt, selectivity, reputation, prestige; age, history, tradition,

wealth and stability. There are often clear differences in student

bodies and faculties and profound differences in curriculum and educational

philosophies.
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Within these many sundry institutions the faculties too differ in

a number of ways ilitich have a direct effect on how they teach and what they

;

consequehtly require of students. Faculty may be tenured or untenured, of

junior,or senior rank, and depending on th4ir rank they are either secure

aria confident or insecure and anything but confident. College faculty ,

usually are hired for their expertise in their subject area and not their

teaching ability or experience. Some (many) faculty are notoriously

ineffective and boring teachers, and others are great teachers, and still

others are great researchers,-"some are both, and others, unfortunately, are

neither. All t000ften promotion is awarded on the basis of Tesearch, and

many facultY are under great pressure to publish and as a result neglect'

theit teaching. Some senior faculty resent and avoid teathing introductory

-and undergraduate courses, preferring to teach graduate coUrses more

closely rented to their current research interests. George Wald, the

Nobel Prize winning Harvard biologist, claims that he is the first professor

in his departtent'; hiitory to volunteer to teach the freshman introductory

course. Wald explains that thia distinction 4as customarily visited

upon the relatively defenseless junior faculty. It has been suggested that

junior and community college faculty--often taken from the ranks of

high .school faculties--are more effective teachers of undergraduates because

they have teaching experience,and because they are not under pressure to

publish.

We can also point to very obvious differences in subject aieas which

requ'ire verylifferent skills from students. Literature, humanities and

social studies 'majors will almost ceitainly,be called upon to read more
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than hard science majors, while the latter will most likely need more

highly developed quantitative skills.

The compOsition of the student body, whether its heterogeneous or

homogeneous, and the nature of its interactions with the institution pill

certainly effect what is required of them. At most colleges the student

body is steadily becoming mare diverse. Minority student enrollment has

increased, and extensive government supported financial aid programs have

allowed greater numbers of working-Tclass students to enroll in college.

Last year, for the first time in our history more women than men were

enrolled in institutions of higher education. The popular image of the

typical college student as being between the ages of eighteen and twenty-

two, attending college full-time and maybeworking part-time is also

changing. Fully forty percent-of that twelve milliOn students enrolled

last year were part-time students, and many of them were working full-time.

College administrators and faculty realize th th y simply can not expect

the same.level of invErniement of a married studeh. with c14ldren, working

a full-time job and attending school part-time as they have of the 'traditional

student. There are ni ht schools, extensici programs, and week-end colleges.'

Theo-independent s dy degree prigram of Syraruse University offers a variety

of masters d ees that only call for two weeks resi4fenée on campus each

,year, and Adelphi University offers an MBA to commuters who ride the train

and take classes on their way to and from work each day.

Given the astonishing variatioboth between'and within'our many

institutions of higher education, and given that for almost any general

statement I might /snake about these institutionsdXhere is certain to be,
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an obvious exception, let me offer some tentative"generalizations regarding

the collectiVe requirements and expectations imposed on and expected of

istudents (intendedjand Unintended) by virtue of`the common character and

nature of contemporary colleges and universities.

Much of my thinking on this topic has been influenced by the work

of Gerald Grant and David..Riesman, especially their award mlnning study, The

Perpetual Dream: Reform and Experiment in the American College. (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1979). Based-upon over seven years of fieldwork

at more tiian four hundred colleges and universities--including intensive

visits to thirty csmpusest-their findings indicate that several" important

changes have.taken place in the character of higher education ?ince the up-

heavals of the 1960s:

While both individual students and institutions'have been unevenly,

-affected by these changes, there is no doubt that almost everywhere

requirements have been relaxed, the paths toward,a degree hav4 been

made more multiple and open, and the gold standard af_academiU

currency (in some cases more nominal than real) has been diluted

by grade inflation. . . . Requirements evaporated either piecemeal

or through large-scale demolition. Open admissions, always a reality

in many,state universities an4 colleges, became a political issue

when it itmplied,vcruiting of, and providing academic enrichment for,

minorities who possessed what would hithdrto have been deemed inadequate

high school preparation. Parietal regulations disappeared with such

astonishing speed that it is a surprise to come upon a coilege that

still forbids co-residential living an4 thus defends what students

woul& regard as hypocrisy. (Grant,and Riesman, ;979, p. 18.1.)

Of the many changes they discuss the one.they single out as the most

important is the _collapse of general education and distribution requirements:

"The mast iusitant change was the virtual or/complete abolition of fixed

requirements in many departments and of mandatory,distribution requirements,

whether of breath or depth, including,class attendance and the time, mode,



and kinds of credits needed

Riesman, 1979, p. 188.)

o secure a baccalaureate degree." (Grant and

The elimination of. these and other requirements has resu ted, they

conclude, in giving students a truly remarkable amount of freedom of

choice and autonomy within their college or university:.

Altogether, the result_was a far greater degree of -autonomy for

the students. They were x'.ee to plan their course of study, or ;

not to plan it. They could devise their own.majors, delay such

a decision, teach courses themselves for credit, and follow their

inclinations at their own paceinto various forms of "ixperimental"

and off-campus learning. (Grant and Riesman, 1979, p. 189.)

As we shall see the increased curricular freedom and autonomy for students

have had far reaching impacts on the nature of the college,experience and

what colleges require of students 'today.

Another book which I have found both informative and interesting, and

one which substantiates and enhances much.of what Grant and,Riesman have to

say is Axthur Levine's When Dxeams and Heroes Died: A Portrait.of Today's

College Student: (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1980). Levine paints a

disturbing picture of a self-centered, narcissistic college studen,

oharacterized'by what he terms "meism," highly competitive, compelled by

"Vocomania," demonstrating little or no social consciousness or consideration

for classmates, and totally pessimistic. Levine compares student behavior

and attitudes as "travelling first class on the Titanic."

Alston Chase also sees our colleges as sinking, and,he would complain

we have already abandoned the ship leaving the children. In his book, Group

Memory: 'X Guiae to College-and Student Survival in ihe 1980s, (Boston:

Little, trown & Company, 1980) Chase describes the bleak environment of

today's college student and what he sees as "degredation of student life

today."
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Lans.... L....oht's book, Campus Shock: Firsthand Report on College

Life Today (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1979) re ds like'an expose and would

probably cause 1.ny but the most irresponsible of parents to think twice

before sending their Children off to Coflege today. Reading Lamont's

book one gets the impression that negleci, alienation,,sex, ,crime, cheating,

,sexism and racism are rampant on today's college campuses.

In my own work I have Visited more Ihan seventy campuses in the past
0

fout years and interviewed'hundreds of students, and I have found some

evidence to support some.of what all of these researchers have found, but

-

I have also found honest, responsible, seriots, concerned, inquisitive

students; living and learning on clean, safe, warm, fendly college caMpuses

as well (of all the campvs visits--magy were at night, too--I.made, 1 only felt

threatened once) and it may be well to remember another of Grant and Riesman's

findings: "One can still get a classical education in any good college or

40Fiversity if one looks for it; and catalogs show that much of the traditional

remains." (Grant and Riesman, 1979, p. 179)

Nevertheless, it seems safe to say that all'but a few of the

institutions of higher'education in our country are in trOuble. All but

a favored few are in financial trouble,_beset by problems of declining.

enrollment, run-a-way inflalon'and declining levels of government asSiStance.

It would be easy--in fact it is tempting--to be cynical and say that all

that colleges require of students today is a warm body.and a fat checkbook

(these are actually two requirements). Instead, I will attempt to be

objective, to adopt an institutional peispective and propose some tentative

generalizations regarding what colleges require and expect of students.

4
A



What I will describe here could be called "college press" and the

extent to which the student successfully meets this press may be called

"Student fit." The various characteristics that 'pro'vide for student fit

thOught of as attributes. Student attributes include basic academic

skills (reading and Writing, etG. ) as well,as personality chafacteristics

ind other qualities. These attributes may be inherited or attained.

Many of theSe attributes are learned (most, but not ail in formal

educational settings) while others may be Attained through natural
-

developmental growth and maturation. No attempt has been made to rank

these attributes in importance or immediacy , nor have.I attempted to

quantify them. There is considerable and unavoidable overlap bqween

many of these attributes, While others appear to be directly contradictory.

One conclusion of this essay might be that colltge press is inherently

contradictory and that student fit is impossible.

Academic Basic Skills

In a literal sense all of the attributes to be discussed in this essay

ate basic academic skills, but when most people speak of basic academic

skills they think of reading, writing and mathematics. At the college

level they probably would also expect students to need analytical)thinking

skills and an ability to interpret 'abstract ideas. It would be nice to

think this is an accurate perception, but, in general, it does not seem to

be true. When asked rece yiwhat skills colleges'required of students,

David Riesman said'he thought.assiduousness in attendance was all'it took.

8 He was serious. 1/(deed, a major finding of Grant and Riesman (1979) was



the collapse of gtneral eduCation and distribution requirements allowed

all but those students majoring in hard sciences, mathematics and languages

io avoid these more arduous courses.
,

The literaiure on college attrition investigates the relationship

of academic characteristics,and student persistence, but it throws little

light on the topic of basic skills since it defines academic characteristics

as grades or tes.lt scores and does not specify what skills are necessary

for getting grades and,scoring well.

In general it seems that colleges require little

reading, writing, and mathematical skills, and it may

reading is absolutely essential in order to get by..

level of performance for reading and other skills *for

more than minimal

be that really only

As to the required

college, thelle does

not seem to be any agreement. Reading level equivalencies are statistical

creations and not only differ but 'geldom seem to reflect rdality.

In an engaging essay.titled, "College Study: Expectations and

Realities," Louis Benezet advised students that they will have to

develop a detached academic outlook to make it through college:

ntr the student to appreciate knowledge and truth as the professor

sees it, it becomes necessary for the student also to detach hint-

self from the biases and dittradtions of everyday exigtence. He

does not realize for instance, until he proceeds well along in

college that almost everything he has read in the daily papers and

everything he hears at his family table at home reflects interpre-
tations.of truth tortured by self-interest, snap judgement and*

wishful thinking. The world of scholarship requires us to get

away from the immediate scent. (Benezet, 1965, p.'9.)

Now this sounds good; here are analytical thinking skills, but

unfortunately it is flawed and d es not quite capture the reality

of what students must do. Benezet mistake is that he-assumes that all



professOrs think in this objective, detached manner.

tg
professors present atonesided or nattow view of the "truth."

There are some that feel it is their moFal obligation to riise the.level'

of consciousness of their students and intentionally present a slanted

perspective, while others simply are hot aware of thear biasts andlhow

they may intrude in their teaching.

I would agree with Benezet xhat students need to think like their t.

teachers, but they do not have to internalize their teacher's perspective, 1

Often co.1,1ege

a
just give.it back to them. Students have to figure out how their teachers

think and what they want, and they must realize that different professors

have'differentyalues and will think differently and want different things,

and most important, will reward those students who can respond in accordance

with the professor's values. Doing this may be particularly diffidult

for minority ttudents and older students, any students for that matter,

,who have their own values and came to the university expecting something

more from college professors. .Another way of putting this might be to

say that colleges require students to be "professor-iwise" in the same way

that students are described asibeing "testwise."

As for colleges requiring students to enter into the world of

13

abstract ideas, there does not seem to e anything inherent about the

collective nature of these institutions that would require this. The

part of the curriCulum, the humanities, which would be most likely to

involveor expose students to abstract thinking is generally in decline.

4 . Students don't seem to be too interested in abstract ideat in school;

ey want training; they, want specific courses of study structured so
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that they will lead directly into jabs after graduation. 'Arthur Levine

calls this student preoccupation with getting job'training "vocomania."

Thevocationaiism of higher education'iS a frequent subject in the literature
, A_

on Colleges, and a Carneq.e.Council survey-in 1976 reported Jthat 85% of

undergraduates were attending college with a speckgic career in mind.

Almost half of all students reported thatItheS, would drop out of college,

if they thought it would not help ill getting a job. Fifty-eight percent °

'of all undergraduates were'majoring in preprofessional studies.

. Self-Sufficiency

Surely all of us can remember being warned in high school that when

.we got to collega we would be on our.own,'that no.one would belooking

over our shoulAer to make sure we got our homework done on time, or'

attended class, or studied, or learned anything for that matter. And how

we looked forward to that happy day;only, to find pnce it arrived how

difficUlt it was to be on our own,

As discussed earlier in this essay, students today find theMselves

possessed of considerable autonomy from their dolleges. 'corollary of

autonomy is self-sufficience and we can see colleges e pecting students

to be self-sufficient-in a number of very significant areas.

The most elemental expectation colleges have of student self-sufficiency

is that they will be able to manage their own time. This is mare than

expecting responsibility; it also includes expecting organization skills.

The more free-time or unstructured time aiRerson has the harder it seems

to be for him to impose some structure and coherence. Scheduling and

. ,

4
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1-6-1,14otganizing col 4g y and Work and personal activities is especially .

ifficult for the beginning and ine3:perienced studellt who does notvet

have an accurate conception of how muCh time zertain sthool related tasks

will take. Plus, there is this,. illusion Of having "free time''' 'Slarse
4

the classsschedule.only shows twelve to fifteeen hours A-week,structured

4

in class. At Miami'University last year a group of 375 freshmen who had

received less thanla "C" averafeFor their first semester were asked to

rank'sixty eight factors related to academic petformancewhich might ex-
,

;lain their lot.; grades. "Failure 10 schedule tithe wisely" was ranked by

4.thirty thght percent of the students as their principle problem--more than

A

'any other factor.' (Hart'and Keller, 1980)

, Just as a schedule with too much freedom indt may make it more

dfficult for some students, too much structure--particularly in non-

college related activiti.es like wOrk--cap also create scheduling probLems.

,Having less time for study makes the effective use of "free time" all the

'more important.and no less difficult.

We can also find colleges expecting self-sufficiency from stu dents

in areas like self-advisiment and independent study. In theirdescription

of New College, Riesman Ind Grant speculate on the demands of independent

study:
,

, '---7-)--/« .

. But even now no generally applicable method is available by which to
measure the personal qualities required for Independent Study-7th ?
stamina of the long distance runner,or track star which enables
students to endure frustration; the absence of narcissism which

/
makes it possible to plow ahead with work that is not utterly
dazzling; the ability to pace oneself when the hated.monitoring of
schoo1 and'family is removed. IGrant and Riesman, 1979, p. 226)

An even more dramatic 1ni station 'of expectations of self-sufficiency
'

iby colleges is found in the concept' f self=inptructiOn.
.

1 '
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In addition to learning on thdir own students are expected to teach themselves.

Often self-instruction involves work withiprogrammh texts, or tapes, or

slide-tape combinations, or records or -SOme other type of teaching machine,

and much of this wo is expected to take place in learning labs or independent
A

study centers that are staffed by other students--not only is a teacher not

directly involved, but they are not around either. Further expecttions

are put on students taking self-instruction courses since these courses

also tend to be self-paced. A Carnegie Commission 'Survey of 1976 reported

thai one third of all undergraduates had taken self-instruction courses, and

it has been estimated that soon the average undergraduate will take one

third of all hiS courses through self-instruction.

One can only wonder hbout the cumulative impact of all these (and

there are others) expectations of self-sufficiency on each student. I

am reminded of an interview I had with a fres1112an student at a small technical

institute where I was doing a study of student life. This institute

does Aot refuse admission to interested students; instead they advise

applicants of whit the college thinks of the,applicant's likelihood of,

success in what certainly is a demanding curriculum. The freshman, John,

chose to be admittedeven though the college officials had advised him that

he would have difficulty. I, interViewed John shortly after the end of his

first semester. He had failed to completethree of four courses he took

his.first semester--calculus, physics'and chemistry. All three of these

couises were self-paced and involved the upe'of self-instruction video

,tse4

tape's at the leaning center; there was no teacher. He had passed biology

the only course' he had with a live.lacher, commenting, "I didn't like the

1
41,
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"subject, but I did like the teacher:' He explained that his big problem

first semester.was that he had put off taking the several mastery tests

for his three self-study courses until the end of the term ("It was my

own fault!") and then there had been a rush on the learning ceriisel by

all the other spidents that had donb the same thing, and John couldn't

get his tests taken.in time,.and he had ended up with two incomplete and

'one failing grade. Ai the time into his second semester, John told me

he was taking two of the courses over, ana to my astonishments he again

was schednIed for three courses through the learning center.- I asked

him what his advisor had said about,his schedule, and he told me that he

had gone through self-advisement.

Sociability -

Whatever else colleges may be, they are essentially social institutions

composed of individuals and different groups Of people-t(administrators,

support staff, teachers and students) living and working in learning

communities, and as such they impose on students a number of direct and

indirect expectations for sociable behavior. Specifically, they expect

Students to be soc ble with other students and WIth 'faculty. By sociable,

for want of a better word, I simply mean being friendly or'agreeable.in company.

Ageeable is the key word in my use of sociability.

There are a number of instances where colleges both expect and require

sociable behavior among students; such as in sharing library or domputer

facilitiesi-but it-is in the,vealm-of-dormrand-reeidential Life thqt oollees

exact the greatest demands of sociability. Students -- Often .complete

strangers at the start of the school year -- are placed in the most intimate
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proximity and are expected to share virtually every aspect of daily personal

life. While getting along with one's roommate or roommates-(ag a freshman

I had three roommates and we shared bathroom facilities with four otherglmen,

suite-mates) may be more difficult for inexperienced freshmen, and especially

at first when no one knows anyone else, it can easily become more difficult

as times passes, and behavior, attitudes, and opinions that were at first

accepted as "different" or eccentric become less tolerable and serve as the

basis for the growth of genuine animosity between students. It is,just as,

easy for students to grow less accepting and accommodatingtof each other

as it is for them-to gtow

Althought there have

e

een difficulties and problems associated

wIth dorm and residential life, there seems to be,general concensus that

two wipe rec&It developments have tended to make the situation more difficult.

I am ialking about the relaxation of parietal restrictions and the establish-

ment of selfigoverning dorms.

According to Grant and Riesman, the dropping of parietal restri6tions

happened very quickly.and reached every type of institutionl

With even greater speed than. that with which students wgre gaining
control over the curriculum, they were eliminating the last vestiges
of parietal restraints on their conduct in non-ecademic arenas. It

was really,quite extra-ordinary to watch the wild fire,spread of

conviction on the part of college authorities, even in the more
provincial-and religiously dominated schools, that students were
now adult enough to as the phrase goes, "take control of their

own lives.", (Grant and Riesman, p. 213.)

Most ev.ery account of college life today addresses the problems

associatta'with the ending of parietal rules (Levine, 1980; Lamont, 1979;'

Chase, 1980) 4the most commonly mentioned, and most troublesoMe of
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which seems.to be,"the third roommate:"

The,'third roommate' has become a campus institution. This4person
is, of course, the guest--the roommates boy or girl friend--who
lAktays for extended periods of.time, sharing,living quarters with
his friend and roommate., Although .all colleges officially frown
on this, fewstop it because, as short stays of lovers are per-
mitted, it)is impossible to enforce. Few students want to make
enemies of their roommates by complaining, and a Few of those who
do complain are threatened with physical violence." (chase, 1980, p. 144.)

Self-governing dorms, while fine in theory,,simplyodo not seem to

work. In the same way tilat self-regula'tion does not work to keep

libraries quieiansimake them workahle places of stbdy, it is my impressiar,,

fbm2,41king to freshmen that self-regulated dorms are in a constant state

of, chaos. Of course, there may be and no doubt are exceptions, but it

seems that placing students in group living and studying situations

without any external form of control and authority to mediate interpersonal

relitibnships only serves to place even greater demands for sociability'

on
4
the part of students.

A second area in which colleges and universities expect sociability

A

from students ds in the realm of student-faculty xelationships. While

colleges most assuredly Flo not expect the same degree of sociability in

student-faculty relationships'that they do in student-to-student inter-

actions, tAy do tend to expect the student to take the initiative in establi-

shing some level of communication with fagulty in less formal settings outside
-

the- classroom. At most colleges faculty are required to keep office hours,

and there are some faculty that require studena to make at least one

.visit to their office each term, but in most cases it is left to the

student to estdO h this contact. This is,I think,asking a lot, particularly
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of the freshman who usually has an ex t d opinion of what college professors

really are d who feels they must have a damn good reason to take up their
OLAPIL,

office time. Yet, reviews of research on student attrition report that

positive student-faculty interactions outside t4ie classroom, and especially

in informal settings, have a clear ind definite correlation with student

persistence in college. (Tinto, 1975; Baker and Siryk, 1980; Pascarella

do.

t Terenzini, 1977; Pantages & Creedon, 1978)

Positive, informal interac ons between students and faculty waS

found to be i cFitical variable in explaining the success of some students

a's

in community colleges,_the institutions, with the higheA rates of attri-

tion in our system of higher education. (Neumann & Riesman, 1980)

While only a small portion of students who begin community college transfer
/

programs actually graduaie, an even smaller percentage make phe transfer

to four'year institutions, and here again the variable of positive student-
- .

faculty interactions and relationships proved to be pivotal:

Beyond arriving at satisfactory living arrangements and establishing

positive relationships with faculty, the ability of students to develop

friendships with even small numbers of other students appears to be critical

and may make the difference between persisting and leaving a school.

This is true on large campuses where students may feel lost and alone ar

insignificant and forgotten and on small campuses with more homogeneous

student bodies where being-different even in some small way may isolate

a student.

The fact that substantial numbers of studenis choose to leave

college despite having acceptable and often excellent grades makes clear
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'that it takes more than academic skills to get through college. It

has also been suggested that many students' pdor grades are more

accurately an indicator.Of difficulties in social skills than academic

skills. Whether it is Something about the nature of institutions of

higher education r something in human nature, sociability seems, to be

a required basic skill for college.

Motivation

One of my mostAill c011ege recollections is of a slight but very

dignified and confident professor of English literature who, after

passing out a forbidding reading list, told the somewhat abashed class of

freshmen, "If yOu want to make it through'my class you will have to

want it, but just waAing it.isn't enouglip. If you want to do well, you'Will

have to like it!" While some ,people may argue about whether or not you

/-
/have to like going to college,there seems to be general agreehent that

,

you do have to wenX to do it.

Two of th re comprehensive'reviews on the literature on cOlOtge persis-
,

tence cdmpiled by Iffert (1957).and Summerskill (1962) have documented that

by_far the most prominent, reasons given by dropouts as prime factors in

their decision to dropout are motivational. Motivation is a broad concept

and can be defined in serveral different ways, and consequently researchers
,

have investigated the question of the relationship of motivation.and

college persistence from almost every conceivable angle, looking at

students precollege record of'motivational c mmithent, various different'
4

sources of motivation, reasons for attending college, reasons foi selecting
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areas of study, goal commitment, institutional commitment, educational

goals, occupational goals, careergoals, development of goals, and the

degree of clarity or specificity of goals, and although there is general

agreement among thenOthat motivat onal factors certainly do contribute

to college attrition, it has not yet been determined which (if any)

motivational factoes are predictive or how they are'tó be measured. (Pantages

&_Cyeedon, 1978) But two things se'em consistently to be true; first that

a great many students who drop out of college report a lack of-motivation

either in college or

going to college has

their /studies,

had a(. negative

and second, that the experience of

effect on their motivation.

It seeMs really quifte natural for -68-rkges and

that students are motivated. After

laws (at least not formall,v written

students have to pay for lege,.

want to be there. Studen 4re in college
t

are there because they want'to be , and anytime they want they can leave.

universities to assume

allipndance

since

all,sthere are no compulsory

o requiring college, and

ems reasonable to expect them to

of.their own volitiOn; they

Colleges-Both expect and require motivation on the part of students

.

in a number of ways. These expectations are reflected in the commonality

of the structure of courses and teaching practises. While elementary

and secondary sdhool teadhers expend'great amounts of time and energy

tryihg to find ways to interest students, to get them involved with their

subjects, or, at the least toyget Students to do minimal amounts of /

work, College teachers (naturally)there Are notable exceptions) generally

do not,worry about these things. For the most part, they take student

interest for granted--this may be especially true of electives.
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College faculty may- fetl a responsibility to teach, but they see the"

students' responsibility as beiog to learn and if necessary force themselves

to get interested in a subject. This perception of the nature of the
c

college teacher-student relationship is evident in the general tendency of

most faculty to rely on the same method of instruction, the lecture.

'The lecture remains the predominant teaching technique et all levels

of college instruction: Lectures may be an efficient means of transmitting

bodies of information to large groups of students, but there is ample

reason,to questipn whether it is the most effective means of teaching.

Listening to lectures is basically a very passive experience, yet teachers

expect,students to be motivated enough to pay attention and talte notes

regardless of hom many lectures they have already heard that day. While

there may be somelvariatipn between the lecturing styles of different
401r

faculty, each professor lectures consisently n his'own fashion all term,

and in the case of some sequential courses--all ye r.

In addition to most proessors using the same methoCY of instruction,

collpge courses tend to be similar in structure. This is especially

true of courses in the same subject area or department. There will

be lectures, exams--often all scheduled for the same week--and term papbrs.

Over the years it takes to complete all the necessary requirements for

a college degree there is very little variation. Freshman courses are

structured and run in much the same manner as,advanced courses. More

advanced courses may look at the subject in more detail, but they still*

tend.to go about it in the samv way. The whole process can and does

become repetitious, routine, and monotonous, and no matter how bored the

21.
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student may become, they are expected to be motivated.

The bureaucratic nature of colleges also seemS\to expect and

require motivation from students. Although it may be more pronounced and

rigid at larger colleges and universities, there is a general impersonality

implicit in administrative policies and a reliance On systematic pro-
,

cedures which are dehumanizing and often very frustrating for a student

with a uniqde problem or, even a common one. But colleges expeCt students

to put up with 0,preaucracy,eventhough most of it is not designed to

make life easief for the student, but rather to make things easier fcir the-

administratc;1904t'airpt hard to speculate on the cumulative effects ,

.:#

of these buiea4gherustrations on student Motivation over the years.

,.stifdy I dicrolundergraduate life at one university freshmen talked

about "learning the system" and juniors and seniors talked dbout 1Deating
4

the system." Similarly, Levine n9ted that acCording to a Carnegie Council

report in 1976, "...almost half (43 percent) of all undergraduates believe

that many of the successful students at their college make it by 'beating

the syStem,' rather than by studying." (Levine, 1980, p. 724

It all seems to come back to being motivated--whether it is to learn

the system or to beat the system, to seek beauty and truth or to get a

job and make money--students must be mptivated to get through college.
,

Direction or Knowing What You Want

, The "over-optioned curriculum" is a teri coined by Gerald Grant

to describe expansion of currictilia and the unbridled growth in the number

of courses offered at most colleges and universities in recent years.

2'
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One doesn't have tolook far to find this phenomenon. A recent add in

a Boston newspaper announced that this Summer students at the University

of Massachusetts in Boston would be able to select from five hundred

courses representing fifty disciplines, and Grant (1979) tells of looking

through a catalog for a large state university and finding more than seven

thousand couries listed. For the undirected student with no Core're-

quirements or in many cases prerequisits for advanced courses required,

with no clear idea of-what they want to study, .the experience can be be-
.

wildering. 'It's not.hard to imagint (and I have known a good many) students

speng years taking a mish-mash of courses scattered across th

curricular spectruM, while making very little progress toward a specific

degree.

Levine estimates that more than fifty percent of all undergraduates

change their major at least once during college, and the number of course

changes students make each term is astonishing. For example, according to

Alston Chase (1980) at Yale Where there are a mere fifty-nine major

programs and five thousand undergraduates, there were over fifty thousand

course changes during the 1978-79 academic year. Here are students in

search of direction. Sociologist, Martin Trow places responsibility

squarely on the colleges themselves for, this situation, "Since colleges

hive abandoned responsibility for giving the curriculum any Rurpose or

coherence, students must prov,ide this purpose and coherence themselves. "(Chase, 1980)

To be sure there are still academic advisors on college campuses,

but student complaints about improper or inadequate adviseient abound.

Problems with advisement in large institutions are described by Gnepp, Keating
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and, Masters (1980) :

4.

I.

In large institutions, however, faculty advisors ,often find that A

they are responsible for a sizable number of undergraduates, and
that many of their advising tasklis are necessary but guite routine
and time consuming. It iis'not surprising, therefore, that faculty
members with extensive research and/or teaching interests are re-
luctant to spend time with students who want help filling out forms,
need their advisor's signature Nimorregistration etc. This disinterest
(occasionally bordering on antagonism) on the part of many faculty ,

naturally affects the qualify of the advisor/advisee interaction.
A survey of advising in 1969 in the institute's collegiate unit
revealed serious student dissatisfaction with faculty advisors
and the advising system. Among the most frequent criticisms made-
by students were unavailability of advisors, lack of interest in
students, lack of knowledge about the requirements and about re7
ferral sources, and advisors "too busy" to spend any time with'
them. (Gnepp, Keating, & Masters, 1980, p. 371.)

Similar problems4with advising systems may also occur in smaller

'instftutions. In my own research of undergraduate life at a tech-

nical institute I asked students who' they went to for agvice,

4
and all but two respondents told me they went to fellow students before

advisors. Three students I interviewed had not spoken to their advisors

f6r over two years--required forms were signed by secretaries. In

interviews I have conducted more recently with college dropouts, two

recurrent themes have been the student's failure to decide exactly why

they were in college or what they wamted to study and their failure

to arrive at an effective working relationship with their"advisor.

Empirical studies on the relationship between cleargoals and

1

college persistence tend to support the importance of having a Clear
;

idea of what you want out of college. Elton hnd Rose (1971) reported a

major difference in the persistence.rate of vocationally decided and

undecided freshmen. They found that only seventeen percent of the

undecided freshmen persisted to graduation while forty-three percent
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of those who professed a career commitment graduated--even though the

specific commitment may have undergone one or more changes. In another

study Abel (1966) found thatastudents were twice as likely to graduate if

they were certain of their goals.

Financial Security

A friend of mine attending the University of Massachusetts at Boston

recently received a bill from the university for 25. He could not-

believe it. The paper, postage and time and labor spent processing the

bill and putting it into an envelope and sending it to him easily cost

more than the original 25. The statement said the bill had to be paid

\

by check. Even if he goes to the university office and pays the bill..

in person, saving the 20C postage, his bank will charge him 30C fee for

processing the check. He was surprised and angry. I was amused but npt

surprised, after all,I've had years of experience' t three different

universities as a student. My friend, however, was a first term freshman,

in college for the first time in his life. He said he thought the whole

thing was stupid and that he was not going to pay it. I advised him to

save the bill as a souvenir, but by all means to pay it, warning himthat

if he did not pay it the univeisity might cancel his registration'or

charge him a late fee. There simply is no getting around financial 9

requirements at colleges and universities.

The most immediate and pressing aspect of college is the cost,

iti financial requirements. Of course tAre are financial aid programs,

scholarships, loans, work-study and the like (although these are reported
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to be rapidly dwindling) but that aid goes right back tothe university

to pay your bills.

No matter how, scholarly yoa are you must pay for your education.

It,is steadily getting more expensive to get a college education, and

the prospects-Are for increasing costs. In the introduction to the 1982

Peterson's Guide to Undergra uate Study°:(college costs begin even before

college; this book cost $13. and then there are application fees for

both admission and financial aid.) the prospeive student is told: "As

,

the cost of attending college continues to rise faster than most family

incomes, and as previous government supports are being decreaied, many

students will automatically look for a College with low tuition or

reluctantly decide not to attend college at all." (Peterson's Guide, 1981)

There are colleges, particularly communityicolleges, where the tuition

is mRdest, but even in this sector costs are, rising, and besides, there

are a number of financial requirements pressing innediatély 4fter tuition

is paid. The cost of books, for example, is a real burden for many students.

And while you are a student you must maintain the regt of your living expenses,

and quite simply when the cost of going to college becomes too pressing

students leave college. In an interview with a counselor at gn urban

community college with predominantly low income and minority students the

counselor told me that despite the fact that all the students received

government aid that covered the full costs of the college, most of the

students had to drop out because of pressing financial needs at home. They

could not afford to take the time out of their work day tl.;at college required.

antages and Creedon (1978) in their extensive review of attrition studies

26
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drop out'if they

25

of the most obvious calthes of attrition is economic--students

cannot afford to ccntinue in college." In;1976 the

alege

jobs while going to sdhool. Although there

.4Carnegie Council survey reported that fifty-four percent of all

Students were holding down

may be instances where the

become'an integral part of

jobs are related to a student's studies and

their"eduCation, and one could argue that

working helps in the development o

desirable for success in college,

going to school

, makes getting th

r attributes deemgd necessary and

st cases having to work while.

terfers with meeting basic coUrSe requirements and

ugh college more difficult.

In addition,to #le obvious time (and in many dases,material) limitations

having to work placeS on a student, there'are also psycholosical costs.

It's difficult tto concentrate.om remote or academid issues while one is

worrying about whether or not they can pay their rent or meet other basic

living expenses. Financial press may also effectively isolate and alienate

students who feel resentment towacds classmates with greater financial
a.

resources. I still,recall an interview I had with a young man, a senior

'at Stonehill College, who tJosolutely chilled me when he told me how he

resented, even hated, his classmates who did not have to work outside

of school.' He hated them because they had more time to study and got
. .

A's when he got B's. He hated them most when tkley

work assignments which he thought they bad alI the time in the world to do

while he worked six nights a week just to get by4.

0

The financial requirements colleges exact are immediate and can be

severe. To respond most effectively to these pressures students need a

complainpd about home

little more than the absolute basics, they need financial security so they
.

1are not preoccupied with financial worries.
441.

a
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Conclusion

The American system of higher education may be characterized by itt

diversity. Because the many colleges and universities differ in several

important ways, we may say with_some confidence that the kinds of expec-
,

.tations and requirements they have for studenes may differ significantly.

Nevertheless, I have made some general statements about commonalities in

the nature of thesg different schools and their implications for st-dell-t-g--.

Colleges and universities in varying degrees expect and require

-\

students to demonstrate basic academic skills in reading, writing and

mathematics. They must also learn how to adopt the professor's point

of view.' Schools have given students considerable autonomY, thui 'expecting

students to be able to do a great deal for themselves ranging from the

ability to manage their own time to essentially being able to learn on

their own through self-instruction.

Students must establish genial living and working relationships with

their peers, and they are expected to initiate informal cOntact with their

professors; ro (4

Colleges and pi3fessors seem ro assume a certain and sustaining degree

of motivation on the part of students, and research indicates that students

with clearly defined goals and a sense of direction are M'ore likely to per-,

sist and complete a college degree.

Finally, it was stated that colleges and universities require students

to pay for their education and that students will study most effectively

if they have a sense of financial security.

I.
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